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sampleID, age, er, depth, cc
surface, -62, 1, 0, 0
137Cs peak, -16, 2, 26, 0
210Pb model, -10, 1, 30, 0
HU03-95.0, 317, 31, 31.1, 3
HUEL03A-88.5, 396, 36, 59.5, 3
HUEL03A-126.5, 760, 31, 85.5, 3
HUEL03B-30.5, 848, 31, 97.5, 3
HUEL04A-51.5, 1298, 29, 190, 3
HUEL04A-59.5, 1423, 32, 195.5, 3
HUEL04A-107.0, 1869, 29, 243, 3
HUEL04B-14.5, 2032, 32, 276.5, 3
HUEL04B-55.5, 2056, 30, 305.5, 3
HUEL05A-10.5, 2015, 27, 310, 3
HUEL05A-56.5, 2201, 31, 354, 3
HUEL04B-113.5, 2292, 43, 369, 3
HUEL27A-3.5, 2266, 34, 424.5, 3
HUEL27A-72.0, 2533, 35, 488.5, 3
HUEL27A-141.5, 3155, 31, 561, 3
HUEL27B-50.5, 3325, 34, 614, 3
HUEL27B-107.5, 3718, 38, 632.5, 3
HUEL27b, 3692, 35, 643, 3












R_Date("HUEL27b", 3692, 35){z=643; };
 Date("E13"){z=635; };
  Difference("E14-E13","E13","E14");
R_Date("HUEL27B-107.5", 3718, 38){z=632.5; };
  Difference("E13-E12","E12","E13");
 Date("E12"){z=623.1; };
R_Date("HUEL27B-50.5", 3325, 34){z=614; };
 Date("E11"){z=563; };
  Difference("E12-E11","E11","E12");
R_Date("HUEL27A-141.5", 3155, 31){z=561; };
R_Date("HUEL27A-72", 2533, 35){z=488.5; };
 Date("E10"){z=481.5; };
  Difference("E11-E10","E10","E11");
R_Date("HUEL27A-3.5", 2266, 34){z=424.5; };
 Date("E09"){z=369; };
  Difference("E10-E09","E09","E10");
R_Date("HUEL04B-113.5", 2292, 43){z=369; };
R_Date("HUEL05A-56.5", 2201, 31){z=354; };
R_Date("HUEL05A-10.5", 2015, 27){z=310.5; };
 Date("E08"){z=307; };
  Difference("E09-E08","E08","E09");
R_Date("HUEL04B-55.5", 2056, 30){z=305.5; };
 Date("E07"){z=278; };
  Difference("E08-E07","E07","E08");
R_Date("HUEL04B-14.5", 2032, 32){z=276.5; };
Date("E06"){z=247; };
  Difference("E07-E06","E06","E07");
R_Date("HUEL04A-107.0", 1863, 29){z=243; };
R_Date("HUEL04A-59.5", 1423, 32){z=195.5; };
 Date("E05"){z=191; };
  Difference("E06-E05","E05","E06");
R_Date("HUEL04A-51.5", 1298, 29){z=190; };
R_Date("HUEL03B-30.5", 848, 31){z=97.5; };
 Date("E04"){z=96; };
  Difference("E05-E04","E04","E05");
R_Date("HUEL03A-126.5", 760, 31){z=78; };
 Date("E03"){z=78; };
  Difference("E04-E03","E03","E04");
R_Date("HUEL03A-88.5", 396, 36){z=59.5; };
 Date("E02"){z=52.5; };
  Difference("E03-E02","E02","E03");
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